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• We consider the survival probability of a deuteron which moves in the field of
a heavy nucleus. This quantity was calculated within a semiclassical approach
to the intrinsic motion within a deuteron and in the framework of an approach
which makes use of the imaginary part of the phenomehological deuteron optical
potential. A close agreement is obtained between these approaches in a broad
range of deuteron energies and orbital momenta.

Let us consider a deuteron impinging on a heavy nucleus. The energy of the deuteron
and its angular momentum (proportional io the impact 'parameter) 'are considered as
given input quantities. The deuteron consists of a proton p and a neutron n which
interact between themselves and with the nucleus. Under the action of the forces acting
from the nucleus, the deuteron can break up into proton and neutron. In the following
we will be interested in the deuteron survival probability which is the probability for the
deuteron not to break up.

This deuteron survival probability will be calculated in two ways which have common
and different elements. The common element is that in both options the deuteron center of
mass motion is treated classically (characterized by a trajectory). The survival probability
along this trajectory will be calculated either semiclassically or phenomenologically. In
the semiclassical method it is expressed in terms of the classical trajectories of the 3-body
problem. In a phenomenological approach we express it in terms of the imaginary part of
the phenomenological deuteron optical potential. The details of these definitions and the
comparison between the corresponding survival probabilities present the content of this
note.

We start with the semiclassical approach. The interaction between the p and n is taken
in the form of Hulthen potential [1]

V(r) = -V0{exp(af) - I } " 1 (1)

where
V0 = 76MeV,- a = —, ro = 0.87/m.

' r° .
The nuclear interactions between the nucleons and a heavy nucleus are given by the

real Woods-Saxon potentials Up(rp) and Un(rn), rv and rn being the distance from the
particle to the center of the nucleus, with the parameters of depth, radius and diffuseness
taken from [2]. The Coulomb potential for the proton was taken in the form

{ — r >̂ r

ft(3-|). r,<, < 2 >
where rc = 1.25A1/3, a = 1.44Z, A and Z are mass number and charge of the nucleus.

The initial distance (at time t = 0) of the deuteron center of mass from the nucleus
is denoted by /?;„ (we took Rin = 40/rrc), the deuteron angular momentum is L and its
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energy is E. We assume that initially the radius-vector R of the deuter&u center of mass
is in the x — z plane with z being ihe direction opposite to the beam. In this case the
initial value of R = (Rx, Ry, Rz) is given by

Rx = Rincos<j>, Ry = Q, Rz = Rinamlf> ' (3)

with

kL(c + L2/Rin) - cLy/2M(E - Ueff)
- ^ - •f + Jw (5)

where

and M is the deuteron mass.
The initial value for the momentum of the deuteron center of mass is giveu by

P = -y/2M(E- U.fJ)R + L x R/R ' (7)

where R is the unit vector along R and angular momentum L is directed along the t/-axis.
The absolute value of the initial proton-neutron coordinate r is distributed in accor-

dance with / ( r ) , the Hulthen wave function squared. To generate it we take two random"
numbers u\ and «2 uniformly distributed between 0 and rej, the classical turning poiiit in
the neutron-proton potential. Then we put r — ui, if u\ .< f{u2)l fmax, where fmax is the
maximum of / ( r ) . Otherwise we generate two more numbers «j and u-i and check again
the condition above. The procedure is repeated until this conditions will be fulfilled. The
direction of r is generated in accordance with isotropic distribution low.

The initial momentum of the relative motion is taken from the classical expression

Bd - V(r)) r . (8)

where /x is the reduced mass of the n — p pair, B& is the binding energy of the deuteron,
V(r) is the n — p interaction potential.

Since the target nucleus is heavy, the 3-body problem is reduced to the Hamilto:.ean
equations for rp, rn, p r , p n with the potentials described above and with the following
initial conditions

rp = R + - . rp = R — - , pp = P + —, p p = P — — (9)

The Hulthen potential has singularity at r = 0 which leads to the difficulties in die
trajectory calculations. To avoid these, the. Hulthen polential was replaced with the
following Gauss-exponential potential

{ -Voexp(-r/r0), r > rt.

\ °)
where Vo = 125 MeV, r0 — 0.87 /m , rt = 0.U02 fm. Note that the parameter r0 here is
the same as in the Hulthen potential ensuring the correct binding energy of the deuieron
bd = 2.2 MeV [3].
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In Fig.l we show N = 20 of n — p pairs projected on the z — p plane, p = y/x2 + y2,
at the two moments of time «i=9.27 and *2=11.83 in the units of 10~22s for the d +93Nb
collision at E = 25.5 MeV and L = 12 h. The arrows -+ and <— denotethe p and n
positions at U, and the arrows f and J, those at t2. The Coulomb barrier and the nuclear
edge (identified with the radius of Un(rn)) are shown by the solid and long-dashed circles.

The deuteron survival probability at moment t is determined by the relative number
of n — p pairs whose relative energy ^ + V(r) is negative when the total number N of
histories tends to infinity.

It is interesting to compare this semiclassical definition of the deuteron survival prob-
ability with the phenomenological one, in which this quantity is denned in terms of the
imaginary part of the deuteron optical potential Wi{B). The phenomenological survival
probability (or the attenuation factor) up to the moment time t is given by

where summation is performed over all N histories. The integration is performed along
the center of mass trajectory for each n — p pair.

The comparison between semiclassical (solid) and phenomenological (dashed) attenu-
ation factors is given in Fig.2. The calculation is performed for the d +93Nb system at
E = 15 MeV,L = 7,8,9,10 % (first column) E = 20 MeV, L = 9,10,11,12 h (second
column) and E = 25 MeV,L = 10,11,12,13 % (third column). The imaginary part of the
deuteron optical potential W<i was taken from [4] and N was chosen to be 100.

One can see from Fig.2 a' close agreement between semiclassical microscopic and semi-
classical phemenological calculations. This means that our semiclassical model of deuteron
dissociation, despite its simplicity, is capable of reproducing the dynamics of deuteron
break up processes which is usually modeled by the imaginary part of the deuteron po-
tential deduced from the comparison with the experimental data.
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Deuteron Attenuation Factor
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